Terms & conditions casino bonus
Pokerstars Online casino New Jersey

These are the terms and conditions for Pokerstars Casino's first deposit bonus. To read more
about Pokerstars visit our Pokerstars Casino NJ review.
Three 100% match deposit bonuses, with up to $1,500 to be claimed.

Two Slots bonuses to use on any Slots – up to $1,000 in total.

One month to claim your rewards.

Deposit $25 or more with the code 'WELCOME1' to get started, or read on for the full
details.

Here's how start your Casino Welcome Countdown and launch yourself into the games in
style:
Make your first Casino deposit with the code 'WELCOME1'
To get the ball rolling, deposit $25 or more with the code 'WELCOME1' and claim your first
rewards. We'll give you a 100% match deposit bonus up to $500.
Claim a second match deposit bonus up to $500 & a Slots bonus
Next up, we'll give you a 100% match deposit bonus up to $500. On top of that, you'll get a
Mystery Chest containing a Slots bonus worth up to $500 that you can use to play any Slots.
Just make a deposit of $25 or more with the code 'WELCOME2'.
You must make this deposit within 14 days of your first qualifying deposit.
Third time lucky – complete your trio of match deposit bonuses
Finally, make your third deposit of $25 or more using the code 'WELCOME3' to get another
100% match deposit bonus up to $500. Also, you'll get another chance to open a Chest with
another Slots bonus worth up to $500.
You must make this deposit within 14 days of your second qualifying deposit.
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Please Note: upon each qualifying deposit, your deposit amount will be debited and
replaced with a Casino Instant Bonus. To convert these Casino Instant Bonuses and any
winnings into cash that can be withdrawn, you must earn 5 redemption points per $1 of
bonus awarded before the bonus expires. Casino Instant Bonuses expire 28 days from issue.
To convert your Slots bonuses you must also earn 5 redemption points per $1.
At any time after your qualifying deposits and before completing the bonus wagering
requirements, you may 'surrender' your bonus, reverting to a standard cash deposit minus
any losses you have incurred, via 'My Stars'. Any wins are considered part of the bonus until
the bonus wagering requirements have been met. Losses incurred are deducted from the
portion of the bonus representing your original cash deposit.
Click the special offer details & rules button below for more information.

